
  

Honors Examiner Registration Form 2010 
To be completed by the Administrative Assistant and returned to the Associate Registrar by March 15.  Please 
keep a copy of the form (one page double-sided) on each examiner.  Bold information is required, please. 

 

Examiner (name)  ___________________________________________Soc. Sec. # _______________________ 

Email address _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Title and institutional affiliation_________________________________________________________________ 

Swarthmore department or program of examination _______________________________________________                 

Preparations to be examined (names of seminars, courses, thesis titles etc.).  Please indicate if students will take 
variations of the same exam or will be given different exams: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Examiner's office and home addresses and phone numbers and any others which may be relevant.  The first 
address listed will be where materials are sent unless otherwise indicated.  If the examiner will be at different 
addresses at different times, please indicate the relevant dates. 

1. Primary address: List Dates:________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________phone_________________ 

2. Secondary address: List Dates:_______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________phone_________________ 

3. FedEx delivery address: May 6 – 17, for receipt of written honors exam:  Phone # required;   No P.O. Box 

Home address preferred______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________phone________________________ 

Availability for Orals examinations:  We count on examiners’ availability marked below to be correct, and 
we will schedule orals accordingly.  Please be sure your examiners can be on campus these days.  We must 
allow sufficient time for the number of candidates involved, bearing in mind that each student will be taking four 
examinations.  We expect most exams to take place on Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm and on Saturday from 
9:00am to 11:00am, and examiners should be available during at least those times. Examiners who must examine 
more than 8 students should be available on Thursday as well; if such is the case, the Registrar will communicate 
this to the chair of the appropriate department or program. 

Because of the wider range of preparations under the revised Honors Program, there are more examiners coming 
to campus than under the old program.  Many of these examiners are examining only one or two students.  The 
Registrar reminds chairs and faculty that not all such examiners can arrive on Saturday morning to examine their 
students.  Most students will need to be orally examined on Friday, and examiners will be expected under normal 
circumstances to be available then.  

The Registrar will save the Saturday morning slot from 11:00am to 12:00pm for examiners to caucus in their 
individual departments or programs to discuss their students.  A slot from 10:30am to 11:00am will be saved for 
examiners of special interdisciplinary programs to caucus.  Times available: 

Thursday, May 20:  Morning_______     Afternoon_______            Comments: 

Friday, May 21:  Morning_______     Afternoon_______ 

Saturday, May 22:  Morning______ 

 

Honorarium (please see enclosed schedule of honoraria on page 2 on the reverse side) 



  

Honors Examiner Registration Form – Page 2 
Schedule of Honoraria for Examiners 

N.B. Please note in the schedule below that examiners are paid for written exams by the exam (no matter how 
many students are taking the exam) and for oral exams by the student.  Thus an examiner who writes one written 
exam for 5 students would be paid $425 for the exam and $375 ($75 x 5) for five orals for a total of $800.  If you 
have questions about the fees, please contact the Honors Coordinator or Associate Registrar.   

The fee schedule for examiners is as follows: 

1. For setting the first written examination or examining one thesis or special project: $425.00. 

2. For each additional written examination set or thesis read:  $200.00. 

3. For each student examined in an individual oral (30-45 minutes):  $75.00. 

4. For each student examined in an oral panel (90 minutes) or for a thesis (45-60 minutes):  $100.00. 

If you have special examining situations that do not fit exactly into the above scheme (such as different written 
exams which share some questions or the case of an examiner who must come to campus more than once to view 
an artistic production), please let the Associate Registrar and the Honors Coordinator know so that we can 
negotiate an appropriate fee. 

Travel Note: The examiners' transportation costs (travel, food, lodging) will also be reimbursed.  Examiners will 
receive forms for this reimbursement and should include receipts with the forms.  In the past the college has 
suggested guidelines for the areas or distances from which examiners may be secured in order to limit the number 
of costly airfares.  Under the revised Honors Program guidelines, it seems appropriate to suggest that departments 
and programs try to secure the best possible examiners, bearing in mind that finding examiners whose travel 
expenses are less costly can help to keep the overall costs of the program more manageable.  Though the place of 
origin and the actual travel distance involved are less important than trying to bring in examiners at a reasonable 
cost, the college has established a round trip airfare ceiling of $800.  The college asks that departments stay below 
this ceiling in securing examiners.  Chairs might want to offer examiners the option of staying over on Saturday 
night since this may substantially reduce the airfares.  In such circumstances the college is willing to pay for the 
additional lodging, meals, and incidental travel costs (train fares into the city, car rentals etc.) when these seem 
reasonable.  Faculty may want to continue as hosts for the extended stay, but should not be required to.   

Fee schedule for this examiner: 

 

Name_______________________________________________________________________ 

First written exam set, thesis, or project         $ 425 

Each additional written exam set, thesis,  

  or project                                                             __________@ $200 =  __________ 

Each student examined in an individual oral 

(30-45 minutes)     __________@ $75 =  __________ 

Each student examined in a panel oral (90 minutes) 

or for a thesis (45-60 minutes)   __________@ $100 =  __________ 

 

Total  $ __________  

 

Note:  Please send this form to the Associate Registrar and not to the examiner.  The examiner will be sent a fee 
schedule in his or her honors packet.  Please explain to potential examiners that fees quoted to them are "ballpark" 
figures because the exact number of students taking a particular exam may vary slightly up to the time of the 
exam.  Any question about the negotiation of fees should be forwarded to the Honors Coordinator or the 
Associate Registrar.           10/09 


